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TECH RIDER 

Contact:  

zivzarzur@gmail.com 

00 385 99 243 90 53 >>> Sara 

00 385 99 755 25 28 >>> Eva 

00 385 95 831 15 33 >>> Ivona 

 

GENERAL INFO: 

 Usually we bring full backline, but for practical reasons we can use venue’s backline if it fits 

our sound. 

 We need at least 30min to load out and set up, and 60min for soundcheck 

 Venue’s sound technician needed, monitor engineer and light engineer very welcomed. 

 We need: PA, mixer (with at least 16 mono channels or more; with rack or build-in FXs),  

3 separate monitor lines, monitors, mics, 5 mono DI boxes 

 Video-projections are part of our performance. Please ensure dark environment, safe place 

for the projector (beamer) and minimal stage lighting. Please don't (ab)use strobo-light and 

smoke machines during our performance. 

 We bring projector and canvas, but if available we prefer to use venue's canvas and 

projector with VGA out already mounted. Canvas has to cover all or majority of the stage 

background. 

 Please send us venue’s tech rider: stage dimensions (width, depth, height) ,backline, mixer 

(number of xlr inputs, line inputs and aux (pre) sends, built in FXs), external FXs, monitors, 

mics) 

 

STAGE PLAN: 
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INPUT LIST: 

 Number of channels and monitoring levels are adjusted to venue size and possibilities 

No. Input list 
Input 
type 

FXs 

MONITORS 

1 
GTR 

2 
BAS 

3 
DRUM 

DRUMS (Ludwig Blue&Olive1969 or Mapex Armory) 

1 Bass drum 22x16”  Mic  yes yes yes 

2 Snare drum  - 14x5,5” - top Mic reverb, delay no no no 

3 Snare drum – bottom (if avail.) Mic  no no no 

4 Tom - 13”x9” Mic  no no no 

5 Floor Tom - 16”x16” Mic  no no no 

6 Hi Hat Mic  no no no 

7 OH - L Mic  no no no 

8 OH - R Mic  no no no 

AMPS (4x10” Ashdown Mag 300 + 4x10” Fender Deville) 

9 Bas Amp  
Mic or DI 
or both 

 no maybe maybe 

10 Guitar Amp  Mic  maybe maybe maybe 

SYNTHS 

11 Synth-1 (Roland SH-2) DI box room reverb yes yes yes 

12 Synth-2 (MicroKorg)  DI box room reverb yes yes yes 

13 Drum pad (Alesis Samplepad) DI box room reverb yes yes yes 

14 Synth-3 (MicroKorg)  DI box room reverb yes yes yes 

15 Synth-4 (Korg Poly800) DI box room reverb maybe yes yes 

16 Sampler DI box room reverb maybe yes yes 

VOCALS 

17 Vocal 1 (main vocal) 
Mic reverb, echo, 

short delay 
yes yes yes 

18 Vocal 2 (back vocal) Mic reverb, echo yes yes yes 

19 Vocal 3 (back vocal) Mic reverb, echo yes yes yes 

 

This is merely informative, and the mix should be done accordingly to the venue, with this basic 

things in mind: 

 Our dynamics vary from quiet to loud; our music varies from ambient to noisy and psychedelic. 

We use plenty of sound-effects. Please take care of the unwanted feedback. 

 Mixing style: post rock shoegaze 

 There is no big need to compress or gate the drums, because the dynamics are well 

delivered by the drummer 

 Use reverb on snare drum. By judgment add more reverb or delay as an fx, when suitable. 

 Overheads:  cymbals tend to be loud, but arrangements can go to a very subtle level, in 

which case you should have a stereo pair on cymbals ready to add to the mix, but be sure to 

remove them if things become very loud.  

 Guitar: Sending the guitar in to a longer plate reverb at atmospheric moments will further 

improve the sound context of the band 

 Synths should have a room reverb at all times. By judgment at atmospheric parts, the active 

synth in the arrangement can enter a longer reverb send. 

 Vocals are part of the musical environment, don't overstate with vocals volume, vocals should 

not be high above instrumental. Use compressor on vocals if needed, take care of unwanted 

feedback. Put enough reverb on all vocals + short delay on main vocal.  


